Restrictions regarding the default settings

Purpose

This wiki site contains information about scenarios that not possible regarding the default settings.

Overview

The product category is essential to the item and for the determination of other data, so this attribute/data will be defaulted even if there is no category chosen as default in the PPOMA for the user.

Workaround

If you want that the user need to change the product category from the default, you need to create a Dummy product category and assign that as default for the user.
You can also set the number of blank lines to 0 in the table item overview table settings. This way the user can’t add item from the overview just with the add item pop-up. Regarding this customizing you can find information in the Advanced table settings wiki page.

Storage location

Similarly to the product category storage location is also auto-defaulted. If you want to change on that you need to create a post-exit enhancement in:
Class:/SAPSRM/CL_PDO_SHARED_USER
Method:STG_LOC_GET_DEFAULT
and clear there the changing parameter cv_default_storage_location.

Location/Plant

The same behavior is observed for Location/Plant. Even when no default value is maintained in PPOMA_BB, first entry found will be assigned.
If changes on this behavior are needed, a post-exit enhancement should be done in:
Class:/SAPSRM/CL_PDO_SHARED_USER
Method:LOCATION_GET_DEFAULT
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